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Melissa de la Cruz : The Ring and the Crown (Extended Edition) before purchasing it in order to gage whether or
not it would be worth my time, and all praised The Ring and the Crown (Extended Edition):
1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. Pretty Interesting ReadBy Amy BessMelissa De La Cruz is one of
my favorite authors and I loved The Blue Blood Series and I loved Frozen but with The Ring and The Crown I was not
invested as I would have liked to be. The historical aspect of the story was neat and learning about how things were
back then compared to how things are now and even how things were in America compared to how things were in
France and England. I really did like Wolf, Awelyn, Maria and Ronan's characters. I thought that they were the selfless
and caring characters. Everyone else it was all about them especially Isabelle, however I did feel bad for her at the end.
I liked how this book wasn't a happily ever after for the characters but they had closure and happy endings that helped
them better their lives. It took me a while to read this and over all I found it slow moving and a little boring. But I did
enjoy the end. If you like Melissa's others books you may like it.2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Must read!!!By Leslie DingDe la Cruz weaves together historical time periods, historical figures, and fantasy in this
enthraling debut to a new series. It is a must read for anyone who loved Frozen, and the Blue Bloods, as well as
anyone who enjoys historical fiction and dystopia. Five stars for sure, this books will leave you dying while waiting
for the next book to come out.3 of 4 people found the following review helpful. Definitely a let downBy Zoe ManaloI
picked up the Ring and the Crown expecting a historical-kind of fantasy novel with an open mind because 1. the blurb
sounds interesting and 2. the cover looks amazing. It starts off quite interesting with one of FIVE narrators, and from
there, it goes downhill. This book is basically all about a bunch of teens wanting to either get out of marriage or to
marry. Everyone is pushed to marry the person they don't wish to and basically it's just a reality tv show that happens
in the past.nbsp;Now, the two characters that didn't bug me were Aelwyn, the daughter of the Merlin, and Wolfgang,
Prince of Purrusia. Although the two have their flaws, they are the most tolerable. We have the American socialite
Ronan, who just wishes to become someone in London, Isabelle, a would-be French princess with a sad life, and
Marie, the princess of England. Although they sound interesting, they lack a lot of character quirks and arcs. I was
definitely let down by this book and I really hoped it would be better.nbsp;
In this extended edition of #1 New York Times best-selling author Melissa de la Cruz's dazzling tale of glamour,
enchantment, and betrayal, love is risked and lives are lost in a desperate battle to save the kingdom from a devious
foe determined to control the empire.

From School Library JournalGr 9 Upmdash;In an alternate 20th century, the world is controlled by a united FrancoBritish Empire and backed by a Merlin. Aelwn Myrddyn, the beautiful and powerful daughter of Merlin, returns from
exile to find that her childhood friend, Marie-Victoria, the sickly daughter of the Empire's Queen, will be engaged to
Prussia's Prince Leopold in order to solidify a peace treaty. Isabelle of Orleans, royalty from the formerly independent
France, is forced to break off her engagement to Leopold. Tragically, she had been raped by her guardian as a child
and is continuously taken advantage of by Leopold. The royal engagement has made London's coming-of-age season
all the more glamorous, and for Ronan Astor, a feisty New Yorker invited to attend, it means a chance to marry rich
and save her family's decaying status. On her way to Europe, she meets Wolf, Leopold's younger brother. Wolf is a
total flirt but, unlike his brother, has strong morals. Bestselling author de la Cruz expertly writes from five different
perspectives, allowing readers to emotionally invest in the protagonists' lives. Her vivid descriptions are just enough to
transport us into the world without bogging down the narrative. This character-driven novel has fabulous balls, glitzy
gowns, and plenty of drama and plot twists, making it hard to put down. Unresolved issues hint at future
books.mdash;Marissa Lieberman, East Orange Public Library, NJFrom BooklistItrsquo;s the season in London, and
eligible bachelors and ladies alike are clamoring for the best parties in advance of the grand ball, where Marie, the
intelligent but sickly heir to the English throne, and Leopold, the charismatic prince of Prussia, will formalize their
politically necessary engagement. Marie, whose heart belongs to a lowly soldier of the realm, dreads the marriage.
Meanwhile, Aelwyn, Mariersquo;s childhood friend and the daughter of the kingdomrsquo;s sorcerer, has arrived at
the palace after refining her powers in Avalon. Can Aelwyn help Marie escape her duty? De la Cruz sets the stage for a
compelling romantic drama with potent political overtones for the majority of the book, but the last 50 pages careen
through a series of clumsy reveals to a less-than-happily-ever-after ending, which would have been much more
satisfying had it been drawn out in a second volume. That said, there is still much to like here, from the steamy
romances and froufrou fashions to the empowering female characters standing up for what they deserve. Grades 912. --Sarah Hunter "This character-driven novel has fabulous balls, glitzy gowns, and plenty of drama and plot twists,
making it hard to put down."?School Library Journal"The historical fantasy has it all: preening royalty, a touch of
magic, and dramatic betrayal. What's not to love?"?Teen Vogue
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